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For many educators, the social and political upheaval that has occurred during the past two years 
has elevated the importance and imperative of addressing social and emotional learning (SEl) 
in our schools and classrooms (Walker, 2020), particularly in the face of school reopenings this 
year. Furthermore, the persistent calls for the transformation of our education systems to be more 
equitable demands that our discourse about SEl is equity-oriented—not as an afterthought or 
“add-on” to existing models and frameworks but rather as a complete reimagination.

although calls for equity-centered SEl are longstanding, the renewed sense of urgency to center 
equity-oriented SEl in school reopenings for the 2021-22 school year spurred us to call together 
education leaders and practitioners to discuss the topic in greater depth. more specifically, we 
felt the need to bring a diverse group of people together to discuss how to center the social 
and emotional needs of students, families, and communities in this new phase of the cOvid-19 
pandemic. in late July of 2021, we convened 25 educational leaders and service providers with 
deep expertise in SEl and/or Family Engagement from our network to engage in a two-day action 
sprint. this group also reflected people with deep expertise and experience in issues that are 
essential in addressing equity, such as race, culture, linguistic differences. although we separated 
SEl and family engagement for the purposes of these conversations, the group quickly agreed that 
they are deeply intertwined and that family engagement is central to effective, equity-oriented SEl. 
the intentions of the action sprints were to:

1. create the space and time for attendees to be in conversation with each other and begin 
to develop new relationships. 

2. Spur individual and collective action related to SEl and Family Engagement for the 2021-22 
school year as we welcome students and families back into school buildings.

as the action sprints unfolded, another objective that emerged was to summarize insights 
surfaced by this group of service providers and school leaders with a goal of sharing them among 
our networks and with the broader field. this brief addresses that emergent objective and provides 
a summary of what was discussed during these action sprints. 
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insights fell loosely into two broad threads: 

	� the imperative that schools address SEl 

	� how to address SEl through an equity lens 

this brief is organized according to these two threads and both are framed as fundamental issues 
of equity. We know there is unequal access to high quality SEl programming, thus the imperative 
that all schools address it is the first hurdle towards equitable SEl. then, we move on to discuss 
how to address SEl through an equity lens. Each section includes a summary of both barriers and 
promising practices to address each thread; embedded throughout are video vignettes featuring 
examples from school leaders as well as resources for practitioners to use in their own contexts. 

WhEthEr SchOOlS addrESS SOcial 
and EmOtiOnal lEarning iS an 

Equity iSSuE

Whether schools do or do not address SEl is itself an equity issue. Some students get robust, 
integrated approaches while others do not, creating an imbalance in opportunity to access and 
benefit from such programming. yet, the research is clear on the importance of addressing social 
and emotional learning as integral to students’ academic, social, and life success, particularly in 
times of heightened stress: “research indicates that when implemented effectively, high-quality, 
evidence-based SEl programs have positive impacts on children’s social, emotional, behavioral, 
and academic outcomes as well as teacher practices and the culture and climate of schools” 
(ramirez et al., 2021, p. 2).

neuroscience research tells us that when students are too stressed, they cannot learn. We also 
know that strong relationships and supportive school programs can help buffer the effects of 
stress. children need to feel safe (physically and emotionally) and feel a sense of connection to 
peers and caring adults in order to access learning (Woolf, 2021, Point 2).
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Barriers to Prioritizing Social Emotional learning

in the SEl action sprints, participants identified a variety of barriers to addressing SEl that they 
experienced or saw in their own practice in schools with students and families. here is a summary 
of the top five barriers to prioritizing SEl they discussed, including direct excerpts from their 
discussions. 

	� district and school leaders do not prioritize social and emotional learning because of the 
perception that they don’t have the time or resources to address it.

  “leaders having instructional training and skills, but not human-centered management 
training and skills.”

  “Scarcity culture that creates anxiety around “never enough” time, resources, etc.”

	� relatedly, social and emotional learning is pitted against rather than seen as integral to 
academic success, further exacerbating the first point. 

  “connecting SEl to academics. We should think about a practice that will support this 
connection, otherwise the tension will always exist, especially for classroom leaders. all 
cognitive work is social emotional.”

  “For adults there is a tension of integrating and leveraging SEl and address[ing] competing 
priorities of tests, academic measures, etc. Where is the connection of increased student 
achievement, teacher efficacy, and SEl.”

	� Social and emotional learning is complex and perceived as hard to measure. current 
accountability models and metrics often do not include social and emotional learning, so it is 
not enacted as a priority despite evidence that there are growing calls from administrators, 
educators, and students alike to prioritize SEl. 

  “We’re measuring the things that have been traditionally valued and upheld. We value what 
is measured, not measure what is valued.”

  “What you measure, you treasure.”

			listen to one district leader discuss this tension! 

https://youtu.be/R7rIF4jaBE8
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	� adults do not have consistent support and professional learning opportunities to develop the 
knowledge and skills to address their own, let alone students’, social and emotional needs and 
often personalize students’ behaviors

  “Focusing on adult learning. What the adults don’t know, [is that] they also have a light bulb 
(through observation and debrief ) in understanding why the student does “X”. information is 
being delivered that is not comprehended [and] builds anxiety. at a certain point, children 
do not have a choice in escaping/ disrupt[ing]/discharging that level of anxiety. helping 
adults see things differently and then teach skills. up until that point, adults are also feeling 
like it is personal or about their teaching.” 

	� adults in schools are processing and navigating their own trauma, exhaustion, and wellness 
which may interrupt their desire and ability to prioritize SEl.

  “Educators’ sense of overwhelm from an incrEdiBly disruptive year can move them to a 
“just the basics” mindset…”

Practices to Prioritize Social Emotional learning

Participants in the action sprints also identified promising practices and strategies for moving 
towards prioritizing SEl in schools and classrooms. their conversations touched on a variety 
of practices for both district and school leaders, as well as classroom educators. Below, we 
summarize the primary themes touched on in these discussions, parsed by role. included with 
each promising practice are video clips centering examples of how some of these leaders engage 
in the practices as well as resources to kick start your own practice. 

district and School leaders

	� co-construct concrete goals and measures for SEl with a diverse and representative group of 
members from the school community—especially students and families.

		Watch how one district leader builds capacity for collective action! 

			resource Spotlight—Something to use: Prioritize SEl in the transition to in-person 
learning toolkit

			resource Spotlight—Something to use: guide to Schoolwide SEl: create a Plan

https://youtu.be/0CVgx92WE34
https://go.panoramaed.com/sel-resources-for-reopening?utm_campaign=blog-top-cta&utm_content=6%25tenets%25reopening
https://go.panoramaed.com/sel-resources-for-reopening?utm_campaign=blog-top-cta&utm_content=6%25tenets%25reopening
https://schoolguide.casel.org/focus-area-1b/overview/
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	� commit real resources, including time, to address SEl; this may require the redistribution 
of resources. For example, reallocate funding from reactive, punitive models of behavior 
management to hiring counselors and psychologists as a proactive approach to cultivating 
capacity to address the social and emotional needs of adults and young people in our school 
systems. additionally, bolster universal SEl supports and support teachers to integrate SEl and 
restorative practices into their daily practice.

			hear how one district leader is doing it! 

	� Participate in coaching, training and learning experiences to build your own knowledge and 
capacity related to SEl.

		resource Spotlight—Something to read: the daily SEl leader (book)

	� normalize and model SEl by attending to social and emotional wellness for yourself and your 
staff.

			resource Spotlight—Something to use: EdWell: Wellness platform for educators, by 
educators

	� create a comprehensive plan to provide SEl training and support to all adults in the school 
system/building. consider integrating it as part of your School improvement Plan. this will 
help ensure implementation is consistent across the school or district, and thus, support 
strong buy-in and success of SEl initiatives. Emerging research suggests that consistency in 
implementation is critical to SEl success (see below).

				resource Spotlight—Something to use: guide to Schoolwide SEl: Strengthen adult SEl

			resource Spotlight—Something to read: Social and Emotional learning:Best Practices 
and Barriers to Successful implementation (brief )

			resource Spotlight—Something to read: year two of harmony SEl demonstrates 
increased implementation and improved Student Outcomes (brief )

https://youtu.be/WfTjvrqWzOM
https://us.corwin.com/en-us/nam/the-daily-sel-leader/book275491
https://edwell.waldenapp.com/
https://edwell.waldenapp.com/
https://schoolguide.casel.org/focus-area-2/overview/
https://www.austinisd.org/sites/default/files/dre-surveys/18.08_sel_best_practices_barriers_0.pdf
https://www.austinisd.org/sites/default/files/dre-surveys/18.08_sel_best_practices_barriers_0.pdf
https://online.harmonysel.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/Harmony-SEL_Year-Two-Evaluation-Study_Research-Brief.pdf?_ga=2.246779073.410619967.1645572991-447696765.1645572991
https://online.harmonysel.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/Harmony-SEL_Year-Two-Evaluation-Study_Research-Brief.pdf?_ga=2.246779073.410619967.1645572991-447696765.1645572991
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classroom Educators 

	� advocate for and ask your school and district leadership to prioritize SEl.

					resource Spotlight—Something to read: the missing Piece: a national teacher Survey on how Social 
and Emotional learning can Empower children and transform Schools (brief )

		resource Spotlight—Something to read: remaking middle School learning Series

	� Build team-level communities of practice and resource libraries to support your own learning—
regardless of what district and building leaders are doing.

			resource Spotlight—Something to listen to: getting to Know how Students are Feeling 
and Functioning (the 180 Podcast: P.S. 340)

			resource Spotlight—Something to read: Building Social Emotional competencies 
through integrated Student Supports (brief )

	� Engage in peer-to-peer observations and feedback loops to open up your practice and 
develop shared knowledge about how SEl is playing out in your classrooms.

	{ resource Spotlight: guide to Schoolwide SEl: a Supportive classroom Environment

	� co-construct goals for social emotional learning in your classroom with your students.

			resource Spotlight—Something to use: turnaround for children toolbox

	� normalize SEl by modeling attention to social and emotional wellness for yourself and your 
students.

				resource Spotlight—Something to use: EdWell: Wellness platform for educators, by 
educators

https://greatlakesequity.org/sites/default/files/20130101994_brief.pdf
https://greatlakesequity.org/sites/default/files/20130101994_brief.pdf
https://education.virginia.edu/faculty-research/centers-labs-projects/youth-nex/remaking-middle-school/youth-nex-rms-learning
https://schoolguide.casel.org/focus-area-3/classroom/a-supportive-classroom-environment/
https://schoolguide.casel.org/focus-area-3/classroom/a-supportive-classroom-environment/
https://www.communitiesinschools.org/media/filer_public/74/26/7426d850-99c6-46a8-ac29-f0a4f3ab9b7d/04042021_cis_sel_policy_brief.pdf
https://www.communitiesinschools.org/media/filer_public/74/26/7426d850-99c6-46a8-ac29-f0a4f3ab9b7d/04042021_cis_sel_policy_brief.pdf
https://schoolguide.casel.org/focus-area-3/classroom/a-supportive-classroom-environment/
https://turnaroundusa.org/toolbox/
https://edwell.waldenapp.com/
https://edwell.waldenapp.com/
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hOW SchOOlS addrESS SOcial and 
EmOtiOnal lEarning iS an Equity 

iSSuE

most of our current social and emotional learning frameworks and models are not inherently 
equitable and, in fact, often perpetuate inequities (coomer, 2019). in a recent comprehensive 
analysis of current SEl programs, ramirez and colleagues (2021) noted that  “findings from our 
content analysis are consistent with the claim that SEl programs, while promising vehicles for 
promoting equity because of the alignment between many of their principles, are not inherently 
equitable” (p. 11).

Other research suggests that we must completely reimagine SEl models through an equity 
lens to ensure they do not reanimate structural inequality and harm for students who are most 
marginalized. as dr. nickie coomer (2019) of the great lakes Equity center stated: 

it is imperative for school leaders and policymakers to consider how standards and policies 
related to SEl continue to the center norms of emotional experiences and behavioral response 
that are rooted in the preferences of the White, middle class (tobin, 1995), and that rather 
than control student behavior, SEl can be a responsive method by which school professionals 
promote and foster student engagement and agency (p. 2).

the implications of how we do SEl are real. One problematic pattern we observe that is partly 
connected to inequitable SEl is the application of disproportionate exclusionary discipline 
practices. decades of research demonstrate that biased classroom norms and behavior 
expectations paired with discretionary (mis)interpretation of student behavior results in 
exclusionary discipline practices being used disproportionately more frequently on students who 
identify as Black and indigenous. these practices have been implicated as a major contributing 
factor to the “school to prison pipeline” (Bradshaw et al., 2010; gregory, Skiba, & noguera, 2010; Skiba 
et al., 2011).

Barriers to Equity-Oriented SEl

the leaders who participated in the July 2021 action sprints spent a good deal of time discussing 
the barriers to equity-oriented SEl they experienced and witnessed. their discussions centered 
on the five key themes summarized below. direct excerpts from their discourse are embedded 
throughout. 
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	� many SEl models, frameworks and practices have been developed by researchers and 
practitioners with dominant cultural identities (e.g., people who are White and middle-class), 
and thus, prioritize those identities. Because they prioritize norms from White, middle-class 
cultures, they may spur disharmony among and between school administrators, educators 
and students from historically excluded communities about expectations and what behaviors 
and skills are valued in classrooms, particularly related to social norms and emotional 
expression. 

  “When researchers and practitioners do not share the identities of the students 
participating in SEl programming, resulting models can be irrelevant and perpetuate 
harmful mindsets.”

  “SEl is framed through white dominant lens because perspectives have been excluded from 
the development of theory, frameworks, models, etc.”

  “SEl resources and supports are often designed/created by well-intentioned researchers/
scholars who don’t fully understand K-12 environments, especially for marginalized students 
of color.  therefore, it’s not very applicable and relevant for them and for adults who serve 
them.”

	� adults implementing SEl in schools often do not have shared lived experiences or cultural 
identities with the students and families they serve. this difference further exacerbates the 
prioritization of dominant cultural norms regarding behavior expectations and emotional 
regulation and, relatedly, to the misunderstanding and misinterpretation of student behaviors. 

  “most teachers and leaders (school and district/cmO level) are white/do not reflect the 
student bodies.”

  “lack of knowledge of the communities/students being served. not knowing cultural norms 
of behaviors and behavior expectations.”

	� adults bring explicit and implicit biases and deficit mindsets about students and families into 
schools and classrooms. the beliefs we hold about the young people in our classrooms play 
into our expectations of them, both academically and behaviorally. When those beliefs are 
limiting, incorrect, and/or deficit-oriented, we act on them and create conditions that harm 
our young people. children’s behaviors may be criminalized and pathologized when viewed 
through those biased and deficit lenses, especially when those children come from historically 
marginalized and excluded communities. 
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  “Self expression of BiPOc [students] is often seen as lesser, intimidating and often SEl is used 
to teach students to assimilate vs self actualize.”

  “What one believes about a student shows up in their expectations of them, academically 
and behaviorally.”

	� Students’ voices, needs, preferences, and desires are not centered in SEl. they do not hold real 
power, agency or influence in decision making regarding their desires, interests and goals in 
SEl. 

  “in order to effectively teach SEl you also have to shift school culture from an adult/teacher 
centered culture to a student led and student agency based culture.”

  “acknowledging how we approach children, due to lack of power (ex: voting, $) are treated 
as sub-human beings. We carry over learned ways of interacting across age.”

  “conditions make it challenging to prioritize SEl. Power structures play into how these 
conditions are constructed. Power is the ability to influence the relationship between 
someone’s interests and how they exist within the structure. What does it look like to 
prioritize the interests of communities/ students? Example: Focus on accountability and 
tests.”

  “it is expected that students put themselves aside when they enter the school house 
(situation, trauma, etc). Focus on academics and instruction- not culturally relevant.”

	� Students’ families are not authentically and meaningfully empowered to be involved as 
partners in their children’s education. there is still a deferral to administrators and educators 
as “experts” and baked-in power dynamics. 

  “trust requires truth. there are families who have experienced trauma within schools for 
generations. We have to create space to restore relationships with schools.”

  “if a relationship isn’t established, there isn’t trust between the educator and the families. 
a lack of trust, particularly for families who had their own adverse experiences, can make 
working together difficult.”

  “Families are, in fact, doing the “SEl” work (daily) with their young people but it doesn’t align 
with the way it’s intellectualized or talked about in education.”
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towards (re)defining Equity-Oriented SEl

models of SEl that are developed and implemented by people who represent the full array of 
diverse identities and cultural norms in our school systems are less likely to replicate harmful 
patterns. they are more likely to interrupt biases, and create opportunities for reflection on different 
perspectives. as one action sprint participant stated: “there’s a growing number (thankfully) 
of researchers/scholars of color. use them and highlight them and their work, alongside other 
proven white/ dominant scholars too that are good and aligned - not ones that reinforce white 
supremacy.” 

yet, although the inclusion of diverse perspectives is a necessary precursor to developing more 
equitable models of SEl, we know it is insufficient to fully realize equity in and of itself. We looked 
to the work of the region iv Equity assistance center, great lakes Equity center, for a definition of 
educational equity that may help operationalize what more equitable models of SEl will require. 
they define educational equity as:

When educational policies, practices, interactions, and resources are representative of, 
constructed by, and responsive to all people such that each individual has access to, can 
participate, and make progress in high-quality learning experiences that empower them 
towards self-determination and reduces disparities in outcomes regardless of individual 
characteristics and cultural identities. (coomer, 2019, p. 9) 

a similar framing was offered by the aspen institute in their 2018 call to action to pursue social and 
emotional development through a racial equity lens. they stated:

in an equitable education system, every student has access to the resources and educational 
rigor they need at the right moment in their education, irrespective of race, ethnicity, gender, 
sexual orientation, language, disability, family background, family income, citizenship, or tribal 
status. Equity is not just about resource allocation, however...merely ensuring more equitable 
resource allocation won’t ensure that schools are affirming of students’ background and cultural 
and linguistic heritage (aspen institute, 2018, p. 2).

Pulling across these two definitions, the following principles are implicated as co-equal drivers 
for spurring equity. Each driver is necessary but insufficient without the others for creating more 
equitable contexts in our education systems, including in SEl. 

	� recognizing, affirming and sustaining each student’s diverse identities such that no one 
identity group or cultural way of being is held as superior to others.
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	� Ensuring the full, meaningful participation of people from historically excluded communities 
as equals, particularly in decision making and holding seats of power.

	� unfettered access to and agency in choice for high-quality educational opportunities and 
resources including, redistribution of such opportunities and resources when necessary to 
ensure access for all.

	� realizing positive outcomes—social, emotional and academic—that center autonomy, 
empowerment and self-determination for each and every student. 

	� acknowledging and redressing legacies of harm, injustice, and oppression that students, their 
families and communities have faced.  

We can return to the work of ramirez and colleagues (2021) to see these principles operationalized 
in their definition of equitable SEl:“We define equitable SEl as an approach to SEl that incorporates 
the cultural knowledge, experiences, and assets of students from diverse families and 
communities, and acknowledges and addresses the social injustices, inequalities, prejudices, and 
exclusions that students face” (p. 5).

				resource Spotlight—Something to use: centering Equity in Social Emotional learning 
tool

					resource Spotlight—Something to read: Equity in Social Emotional learning Programs: a 
content analysis of Equitable Practices in PreK-5 SEl Programs (article)

					resource Spotlight—Something to read: transformative SEl (article)

So, what does this look like in practice? check out the next section for some ideas from the school 
and educational leaders who participated in these action sprints.

Promising Practices for Equity-Oriented SEl

	� Shift to asset-based models of SEl that affirm students’ identities: learn and use asset-
based pedagogies, like culturally relevant, responsive and sustaining pedagogies (crSP), in 
your SEl practices (gay, 2002; howard 2003; ladson-Billings, 1995a, 1995b, & 2009; Paris, 2012; 
Paris & alim, 2014). asset-based pedagogies center the cultural characteristics, experiences, 
and perspectives of students as strengths and “conduits for teaching” (gay, 2002, p. 106) and 
seek to “sustain linguistic, literate, and cultural pluralism as part of the democratic project of 
schooling” (Paris & alim, 2014, p. 85). these practices hold real promise for moving education 
systems closer to equity-oriented SEl.  

https://greatlakesequity.org/sites/default/files/201926081967_equity_tool.pdf
https://greatlakesequity.org/sites/default/files/201926081967_equity_tool.pdf
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/feduc.2021.679467/full
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/feduc.2021.679467/full
https://casel.s3.us-east-2.amazonaws.com/CASEL-Gateway-Transformative-SEL-Toward-Service-of-Ed-Equity.pdf
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						resource Spotlight—Something to read: Why trouble SEl? the need for cultural 
relevance in SEl (paper)

		resource Spotlight—Something to listen to: leading Equity Podcast

			resource Spotlight—Something to use: ready for rigor Framework 

	� cultivate critical consciousness: Paulo Freire (1968/1970) first coined the idea of critical 
consciousness in his book, Pedagogy of the Oppressed. rooted in Freire’s work, researchers 
Sharon radd and Bruce Kramer (2016) define it as, “…the willingness and ability to see how 
power and privilege are at work to systematically advantage some while simultaneously 
disadvantaging others” (p. 584). Educators serious about centering equity in their praxis must 
cultivate critical consciousness to become aware of and interrupt oppressive hierarchies as 
well as their own automatic thoughts and feelings about students, families and communities.

					resource Spotlight —Something to read: is this how discrimination Ends? (article)

					resource Spotlight— Something to read: leadership Practices for transformative 
change towards Equity (newsletter)

	� acknowledge and disrupt adultism: Engage in learning experiences related to understanding 
how adultism plays out in schools and classrooms and how to create authentic student 
empowerment. One approach is practicing ceding power, as one participant offered: “revisit 
decision-making ’rights’ and practice ways to more explicitly challenge power hierarchies that 
are often baked into how decisions are made.” 

						resource Spotlight—Something to read: youth participation: adultism, human rights 
and professional youth work (article)

			resource Spotlight—Something to use: ladder of children’s Participation

			resource Spotlight—Something to use: Pathways to Participation

	� authentic family engagement: Educators invest time and resources to empower students’ 
families to be authentically involved partners in their children’s education. We asked action 
sprint participants to define “family engagement.” the following two excerpts capture the 
breadth of the responses and offer more context about how this group of experts thinks about 
family engagement as central to equity-oriented SEl:

https://educate.bankstreet.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1354&context=occasional-paper-series
https://educate.bankstreet.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1354&context=occasional-paper-series
https://www.leadingequitycenter.com/podcast
https://learningforward.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/culturally-responsive-teaching-puts-rigor-at-the-center.pdf
https://www.theatlantic.com/science/archive/2017/05/unconscious-bias-training/525405/
https://greatlakesequity.org/sites/default/files/20160108462_newsletter.pdf
https://greatlakesequity.org/sites/default/files/20160108462_newsletter.pdf
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1111/chso.12526
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1111/chso.12526
https://organizingengagement.org/models/ladder-of-childrens-participation/
https://organizingengagement.org/models/pathways-to-participation/#:~:text=Harry%20Shier's%20Pathways%20to%20Participation,making%20in%20organizations%20and%20communities&text=The%20Pathways%20to%20Participation%20model,in%20Children%20%26%20Society%20in%202001.
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  “Family engagement means schools and families are partners in children’s learning. 
Families are valued for the knowledge they bring to the table. Schools communicate often 
and effectively with families, sharing information about the school, school system and 
children’s academic progress. Families are brought to the table for key decision-making. 
and if it’s done well, there is mutual trust between school/district staff and families. lastly, 
traditional family engagement tends to be transactional rather than relational. Strong 
family engagement is relational, and relationships are established early on, so that positive 
connections can be made and trust is built.”

  “Sharing of power. We have to fundamentally rethink what it means to share the power of 
decision making, of ownership, of voice, moving away from selling families on the merits of 
our ideas to incorporating honestly the wisdom of their thinking.”

	{ Watch how three of these leaders approach authentic Family Engagement! 

	� Ownership and Sharing Power 

	� cultivating deep relationships with Families 

	� Focusing on adult Wellbeing 

	{ Parent Organizing groups:

	� community Organizing and Family issues

	� Our voice nuestra voz

	� Black Organizing Project

	� learning heroes 

the insights summarized here are certainly not comprehensive, nor exhaustive, but they are a 
starting place and the conversation will continue. if you are interested in joining the SEl collective 
mailing list, please sign up here. 

https://youtu.be/EpbHW1NVkXM
https://youtu.be/A34zX_BIGxA
https://youtu.be/-xOvHENJgB0
https://cofionline.org/COFI/
https://youtu.be/A34zX_BIGxA
https://blackorganizingproject.org/
https://bealearninghero.org/
https://groups.google.com/a/catalyst-ed.org/g/SEL
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aPPEndiX

compendium of tools and resources
video vignettes

	� Watch how one district leader builds capacity for collective action!

	� hear how one district leader is doing it! 

	� Ownership and Sharing Power 

	� cultivating deep relationships with Families 

	� Focusing on adult Wellbeing 

Podcasts

	� getting to Know how Students are Feeling and Functioning (the 180 Podcast: P.S. 340)

	� leading Equity Podcast

readings 

	� the daily SEl leader (book)

	� Social and Emotional learning: Best Practices and Barriers to Successful implementation (brief )

	� year two of harmony SEl demonstrates increased implementation and improved Student 
Outcomes (brief )

	� the missing Piece: a national teacher Survey on how Social and Emotional learning can 
Empower children and transform Schools (brief )

	� remaking middle School learning Series (article series)

	� Building Social Emotional competencies through integrated Student Supports (brief )

	� Equity in Social Emotional learning Programs: a content analysis of Equitable Practices in PreK-
5 SEl Programs (article)

	� transformative SEl (article)

	� Why trouble SEl? the need for cultural relevance in SEl (paper)

	� is this how discrimination Ends? (article)

https://youtu.be/0CVgx92WE34
https://youtu.be/WfTjvrqWzOM
https://youtu.be/EpbHW1NVkXM
https://youtu.be/A34zX_BIGxA
https://youtu.be/-xOvHENJgB0
https://turnaroundusa.org/the-180-podcast-p-s-340/
https://www.leadingequitycenter.com/podcast
https://us.corwin.com/en-us/nam/the-daily-sel-leader/book275491
https://www.austinisd.org/sites/default/files/dre-surveys/18.08_sel_best_practices_barriers_0.pdf
https://online.harmonysel.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/Harmony-SEL_Year-Two-Evaluation-Study_Research-Brief.pdf?_ga=2.246779073.410619967.1645572991-447696765.1645572991
https://online.harmonysel.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/Harmony-SEL_Year-Two-Evaluation-Study_Research-Brief.pdf?_ga=2.246779073.410619967.1645572991-447696765.1645572991
https://greatlakesequity.org/sites/default/files/20130101994_brief.pdf
https://greatlakesequity.org/sites/default/files/20130101994_brief.pdf
https://education.virginia.edu/faculty-research/centers-labs-projects/youth-nex/remaking-middle-school/youth-nex-rms-learning
https://www.communitiesinschools.org/media/filer_public/74/26/7426d850-99c6-46a8-ac29-f0a4f3ab9b7d/04042021_cis_sel_policy_brief.pdf
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/feduc.2021.679467/full
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/feduc.2021.679467/full
https://casel.s3.us-east-2.amazonaws.com/CASEL-Gateway-Transformative-SEL-Toward-Service-of-Ed-Equity.pdf
https://educate.bankstreet.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1354&context=occasional-paper-series
https://www.theatlantic.com/science/archive/2017/05/unconscious-bias-training/525405/
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	� leadership Practices for transformative change towards Equity (newsletter)

	� youth participation: adultism, human rights and professional youth work (article)

tools, guides and Frameworks to use

	� Prioritize SEl in the transition to in-person learning toolkit

	� guide to Schoolwide SEl: create a Plan

	� EdWell: Wellness platform for educators, by educators

	� guide to Schoolwide SEl: Strengthen adult SEl

	� guide to Schoolwide SEl: a Supportive classroom Environment

	� turnaround for children toolbox

	� centering Equity in Social Emotional learning tool

	� ready for rigor Framework 

	� ladder of children’s Participation

	� Pathways to Participation

Parent Organizing groups

	� community Organizing and Family issues

	� Our voice nuestra voz

	� Black Organizing Project

	� learning heroes 

https://greatlakesequity.org/sites/default/files/20160108462_newsletter.pdf
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1111/chso.12526
https://go.panoramaed.com/sel-resources-for-reopening?utm_campaign=blog-top-cta&utm_content=6%25tenets%25reopening
https://schoolguide.casel.org/focus-area-1b/overview/
https://edwell.waldenapp.com/
https://schoolguide.casel.org/focus-area-2/overview/
https://schoolguide.casel.org/focus-area-3/classroom/a-supportive-classroom-environment/
https://turnaroundusa.org/toolbox/
https://greatlakesequity.org/sites/default/files/201926081967_equity_tool.pdf
https://learningforward.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/culturally-responsive-teaching-puts-rigor-at-the-center.pdf
https://organizingengagement.org/models/ladder-of-childrens-participation/
https://organizingengagement.org/models/pathways-to-participation/#:~:text=Harry%20Shier's%20Pathways%20to%20Participation,making%20in%20organizations%20and%20communities&text=The%20Pathways%20to%20Participation%20model,in%20Children%20%26%20Society%20in%202001.
https://cofionline.org/COFI/
https://ovnv.org/
https://blackorganizingproject.org/
https://bealearninghero.org/
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aBOut catalySt:Ed

catalyst:Ed is a national nonprofit that harnesses its members’ collective expertise in education to 
catalyze equity, innovation, and improvement.

	� activate: We build and activate diverse networks of expert talent, rich with deep knowledge, 
skills and experiences across a range of areas vital to the health and impact of education 
organizations.

	� connect: We connect education leaders with the right expert support, assembling powerful 
teams that come together for high-impact projects that spark innovation and build capacity.

	� catalyze: We catalyze ecosystems of expert support in high-need, high-impact areas, 
creating shared resource pools that all organizations can benefit from.

	� inform: We capture and disseminate critical information to build sector knowledge and 
capacity.

Website: www.catalyst-ed.org  
Email: info@catalyst-ed.org
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acKnOWlEdgEmEntS

this brief was written by catalyst:Ed, but it summarizes the collective expertise of the practitioners 
who attended the two Social Emotional learning and Family Engagement action Sprints in July 
2021. We gratefully acknowledge their wisdom and support in generating the insights summarized 
in this resource. they are: 

Jummy akinyode, ma 
happy Soul counseling & Wellness

denise alexander, mEd  
the Bronx charter School for children

marcela andrés, mEd 
designEdengagement, PBc

James Bailey, Phd  
Brass tacks

tyler Brewster, mS 
Peer connect

Kiara Butler, Edd  
diversity talks 

molly greene, mS  
independent consultant

Kisa hendrickson, mSW 
highline Public Schools

mina hosseini, mS 
50can

desiree hunter, mSW 
Future leaders incubator

tanya Johnson, mS 
impact Strategy group

donald Kamentz, Ba 
contigo Ed

micere Keels, Phd 
university of chicago

Brandi Kenner, Phd 
choice-filled lives network

Elliot luscombe, mSW 
character lab

Kimberly neal, mSW, mEd 
Believe Schools

aija Simmons, ma 
Oakland unified School district

Kristy Sullivan, BS 
tntP

vera triplett, Phd 
noble minds 

Winsome Waite, Phd 
the Opportunity institute & Karanga SEl 
global

ann Walsh, mEd 
1647

tami Washington, Edm 
turnaround for children

d’andre Weaver, Phd 
independent School district

Shira Woolf cohen, mS 
innovageous

Karen vanausdal, mEd, mSc 
caSEl


